
The Ultimate Guide to MyTEAM in NBA 2K23 

 

NBA 2K23’s MyTEAM Exhibition mode features a variety of different missions. Players can 

complete these missions to earn rewards that can be used in the Token Market or Auction House. 

The most coveted reward is the 99 overall PF/SF Invincible Zion Williamson player item. This 

can be unlocked by rising up the Collector Level reward path. 

Starter Cards 

As you start NBA 2K23 MyTeam, one of your first challenges will be deciding which starter 

card to pick. These cards are the best way to get your foot in the door of MyTeam and aren’t too 

difficult to acquire. 

Choosing the best starter card for your MyTeam will be based on how you want to play the 

game. If you plan on doing the majority of your MyTeam playing online, for example, then a 

starter with high defensive attributes may be better suited to you. This year’s MyTeam also 

features a revamped rewards path with expanded collector level rewards and a more 

comprehensive set of Event Cards. In addition, player card grading returns as a quick and easy 

way to boost your progress. Moreover, the pause menu will display your current progress 

towards tracked Agendas. Lastly, you can save frequently changed defensive settings in the 

coaching tab of the MyTeam menu. This will allow you to quickly adjust your team as needed 

when playing offline. 

Domination 

As every year, NBA 2K23 brings new game modes to its MyTeam mode that can make things 

quite overwhelming for gamers that are just entering the virtual basketball world. While some 

gamers opt to stick with one mode, others want to experience the whole gamut of activities. 

Regardless of whether you are looking for advice on setting a solid floor or raising your ceiling, 

expert gamers are abound with tips that can help you make the most out of the MyTeam mode. 

Among those tips is buying cards strategically, completing daily and weekly challenges, and 

participating in limited-time events to earn incentives such as player cards, tokens, and packs that 

can be utilised to finish collections. The game also allows players to enlist the help of their 

friends for quicker completion of some challenges and rewards. 

In addition to those features, the MyTeam mode in NBA 2K23 will also allow players to track 

their progress towards their tracked Agendas using a pause menu. Moreover, the game will also 

feature a new version of Card Grading, which lets you send your reward cards off to be graded 

for bonus MyTeam points. 

Limitless Packs 



A solid point guard is essential for any team in NBA 2K23, especially in MyTeam. Recruiting a 

good one can help you progress through Domination mode more quickly and take on challenges 

that may seem impossible otherwise. 

Fortunately, it doesn't look like MyTEAM players will be getting contracts this year, which 

means you can buy any card you want at any time with tokens. This will be a welcome relief for 

players who got burnt by contracts in previous years' NBA 2K games 

https://www.gmemo.com/nba-2k-mt . 

This season, the MyTEAM starting lineup includes the Ja Morant starter card, which you can 

acquire for free by selecting it from the three options at the start of your NBA 2K23 journey. 

This card boasts an excellent close shot (88), mid range shooting (89), and three-pointer (83) 

rating. It also has the Limitless Takeoff badge, which lets players start their dunk attempts from 

farther out than other cards. This gives them a much better chance of dunking over aggressive 

defenders. 

Locker Codes 

NBA 2K23 Locker Codes are redeemable codes that offer players a chance to earn exciting free 

rewards. They are usually only active for a short period of time and can include packs, tokens, 

players, MT, and other rewards that help build an unstoppable MyTEAM squad. 

They are often shared through the official NBA 2K social media accounts and must be entered 

correctly in order to work. Additionally, they will typically have expiration dates that are 

controlled by the developer. As a result, players should make sure to check back frequently for 

new codes and enter them before they expire. This will ensure they are able to get the most out of 

these special opportunities. 

 

How to Improve Your Game in NBA 2K23 

 

There are a variety of ways to improve your NBA 2K23 game. By learning the basics, mastering 

the controls, practicing with randoms or with friends and dedicating time to My Career mode you 

can elevate your player's abilities on the virtual basketball court. One way to improve your 

shooting is by selecting the best jump shot for you and using the Shot Timing Release Time 

settings to fine-tune the timing of your shots. 

Post-game 

In NBA 2K23, players can practise shooting and dribbling in Practise Mode. This helps to 

improve their shooting, layup, and dunk skills, as well as their defensive actions. Additionally, 

https://www.gmemo.com/nba-2k-mt


it’s important to understand your player’s “hot zones” and cold zones. Hot zones are areas of the 

court that maximise a player’s shooting potential, while cold zones lower it. 

One of the most effective ways for big men to score in the paint is by setting screens. This 

requires precise timing and positioning, as the screen must be placed in a spot that distracts the 

defender’s attention while also creating room for a teammate to shoot or drive. In addition, 

players can try removing the shot meter to focus on their animation and release timing, which 

can help increase their shooting accuracy by up to 5%. 

Hot spots 

While shooting is certainly the most important part of any basketball game, NBA 2K23 is a bit 

different in that its hot and cold zones can have a big impact on whether that last small bounce 

off the rim falls in or out. These hot and cold spots can either boost or diminish the overall 

success of a shot, and they are based on the shooting badges earned in a match. 

The Volume Shooter badge, for example, will see the percentage of all shot attempts increase the 

more they are taken during a game, affecting layups and mid-range shots as well as three-

pointers. The Deadeye badge, on the other hand, will reduce the power that defenders have when 

closing out on jumpers, enabling players to take more contested shots. 

Offence 

Big men are often associated with scoring in the paint, but they can also be effective in the open 

court when they use their strength and size to advantage. This includes using a strong post-game 

with techniques like the drop step and hook shot, and positioning themselves to contest rebounds. 

Practising in the game's instruction mode can help develop these skills. 

Setting screens for teammates and rolling to the basket for easy layups are other good ways for a 

big man to score in the game. Mastering these moves can also distract defenders from your 

teammate, giving them an opportunity to score easily https://www.gmemo.com/nba-2k-mt . 

Shot IQ is essential for big players in NBA 2K23, and can be improved by shooting from hot 

zones (which unlock when your player's shooting percentage in those areas hits a certain 

threshold). It's also useful to turn off the shot meter to make it easier to judge when it's time to 

shoot. 

Defence 

Regardless of position or size, all MyPlayers can benefit from improving their defense. From on-

ball pressure to crashing the offensive boards, mastering defensive tactics will make your team 

more difficult to score against. 

Contesting shots involves predicting where your opponent is shooting from, using jab steps and 

pump fakes to deceive them, and getting into the right stance to prevent them from driving. This 
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is something that all players should do, but is especially important for small forwards and big 

men. It is also important to be able to track the basketball with your hands. This will help to 

discourage drives as they know you may be able to poke the ball out of their hand or even swat it 

away. If you have the Rebound Chaser and Boxout Beast badges, it will be easier to do this. 

Communication 

Video games can help improve spatial reasoning and hand-eye coordination, skills that are 

valuable in many real-world settings. They can also encourage teamwork and communication, 

which is important for a successful sports team. 

In NBA 2K23, effective communication is key to building strong collaboration among 

teammates. Use the in-game voice or text chat to coordinate offensive plays, announce defensive 

responsibilities, & motivate your team members. This will improve team chemistry & lead to 

greater success on the court. Practicing your jumpshot is one of the best ways to improve your 

shooting in NBA 2K23. You can practice your shots in the game's practise mode or in various 

era challenges. This will increase your range and allow you to hit a lot of 3-pointers and dunks. 

 

The Importance of NBA 2K23 MT in the Game 

 

NBA 2K23 MT Coins are the preferred currency for speeding up progression in MyTeam mode. 

They can be earned in a variety of ways, including completing challenges and redeemed Locker 

Code packs. Players can also acquire MT coins by selling or flipping cards in the Auction House. 

However, this process violates the game’s Terms of Service and may result in penalties. 

MT Coins 

MT Coins are the primary currency in NBA 2K23, and they are needed to build a strong team in 

the popular MyTeam mode. They can be earned through taking on challenges, winning games, 

and participating in the auction house. In addition, they can be purchased through the online 

store. Buying MT coins can be risky, but it is possible to avoid risks by choosing a safe 

NBA2K23 MT Sale Store. You should look for a seller with a good reputation and high 

customer satisfaction. You should also choose a secure payment system. 

Besides acquiring player cards, you can also use MT to buy new coaches of all tiers. This will 

help you level up your team faster and improve their overall stats. Moreover, if you have enough 

MT, you can also upgrade your current coaches to the next tier for free. 

MT Farming 



MT is the in-game currency that can be used to purchase player cards and packs. It can also be 

used to unlock other items in the game, such as player upgrades and customization options. 

Players can acquire MT coins through gameplay or by purchasing them with real money. 

Completing daily, weekly, and monthly challenges and playing games in certain ways are the 

best ways to earn MT. However, these methods can take a long time to complete, and there is no 

guarantee that you will get the top-tier players you want. Purchasing MT is much faster and safer 

than buying VC, and you can find plenty of reliable websites online that offer NBA 2K23 MT at 

reasonable prices. Moreover, these web pages usually have a high star rating and use secure 

networks to prevent their buyers from being scammed. 

MT Trading 

MT is the main currency in NBA 2K23, which is used for purchasing player cards. It can be 

gathered by selling unwanted player cards and items, participating in different MyTEAM game 

modes, and flipping items in the Auction House. Players can also earn MT by completing 

Challenges on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis. 

Buying NBA 2K23 MT from third parties is legal, but it isn't recommended. You should only 

buy MT from trusted sellers and use a safe payment method. Moreover, you should avoid giving 

your account password to any seller. The best way to earn MT is by trading player cards in the 

Auction Market. But you need to keep an eye on their prices. The price of a popular player can 

skyrocket, so you should be cautious when trading them https://www.gmemo.com/nba-2k-mt . 

MT Auction House 

The MT Auction House is an important part of the NBA 2K23 game. It allows players to sell 

cards they don’t need and buy new ones. It also gives them benefits such as sniping excellent 

player cards. Moreover, it can help them earn a lot of MTs in a short time. 

Getting a good NBA team is essential for success in MyTeam mode, but it takes a significant 

amount of MT to acquire the best players. Using the auction house is one of the fastest ways to 

earn MT, and it’s a safe way to do so. You can also get MT through the Locker Code, but it 

requires a significant investment of gaming time. Another option is to play challenges in Triple 

Threat offline or online. 

MT Challenges 

MT challenges allow gamers to earn a set number of MT points for completing a variety of tasks. 

These challenges are generally difficult to complete, but the rewards for completing them can be 

significant. These challenges are the best way to earn MT quickly and easily. 

Using the auction house to sell duplicate player cards is another great way to earn MT in NBA 

2K23. Players can also use the auction house to purchase good player cards at a cheap price, 

which they can then sell for a profit later on. The most important thing to remember when 
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accumulating MT is that it takes time and effort. For those who don’t want to grind, it’s best to 

buy NBA 2K23 MT from a reliable source. 

 

Understanding the Market Trends for NBA 2K23 MT 

 

NBA 2K23 MT is an in-game currency that allows players to buy and sell player cards. This 

creates a dynamic market within the game, and encourages players to devise strategies. In NBA 

2K23, the skill ceiling of a team is determined by its weakest card. In order to have a strong 

squad, you must collect plenty of reliable players. 

Game modes 

There are many different game modes in NBA 2K23 that offer players a variety of experiences. 

Some of them are competitive, while others are casual. Regardless of your preference, there is 

sure to be a mode that will hook you up and keep you coming back for more. One of the most 

popular games modes is MyTeam. It lets players create their dream team with NBA players from 

any era and compete against other users online. The mode has become a staple for both 

basketball fans and casual gamers. 

This year, the mode is getting a number of upgrades. For example, it has a new trophy case 

feature that showcases 15 event cards. In addition, the game is adding the Jordan Challenge 

mode that celebrates Michael Jordan’s legacy. It also has new ways to earn rewards, including 

the ability to break out of contracts on permanent player cards. In previous years, these cards 

were stuck on a contract that expired after each match. 

Superstars 

If you’re playing NBA 2K23, it’s important to keep up with the game’s various promotions. 

These include Locker Codes, which are time-limited codes that reward players with Packs and 

Tokens. Moreover, you should also make sure to check for Seasonal goals and rewards, as these 

can improve the quality of your https://www.gmemo.com/nba-2k-mt starting roster. 

Another way to earn MT is through the Auction House, where you can sell unwanted player 

cards for a large amount of coins. This method is known as card sniping, and it can help you get 

the most bang for your buck. NBA 2K23 MT can be used to buy player cards and upgrades, 

which can make your team more competitive. You can also use MT to buy boosts, which 

increase your players’ shooting, dribbling, and defensive abilities. Purchasing these upgrades can 

give you a sizable advantage over your opponents, but it’s important to spend your MT wisely. 

The best place to purchase NBA 2K23 MT is Gmemo, which offers safe and secure transactions. 

https://www.gmemo.com/nba-2k-mt


Trading 

NBA 2K23 MT is the unique in-game currency for the MyTEAM game mode, and it can be 

traded for packs or top-rated cards in the Auction House. Players can also earn MT by grinding 

games (Challenges, Triple Threat, Limited, Unlimited), selling/flipping cards, and competing in 

season tournaments. 

The in-game process of earning MT requires a lot of time, effort, and luck. However, many 

gamers prefer to buy MT coins for MyTEAM with real money from third-party websites. This 

method is considered safe and does not violate the NBA 2K code of conduct. One of the best 

places to buy cheap MT is Gmemo, which provides fast delivery and offers competitive prices. 

The site is a reputable seller of game coins, items, and accounts. The company is also known for 

its friendly customer service and secure transactions. Its team of experts has extensive experience 

in the gaming industry. The company’s customer support staff is available 24/7. 

Farming 

NBA 2K23 MT is an in-game currency used to purchase in-game items, including player cards. 

Players can earn MT coins by playing the game and completing various challenges. However, 

this method of acquiring MT is time-consuming and not as profitable as buying it with real cash. 

Fortunately, there are several online marketplaces that sell cheap NBA 2K23 MT for sale. 

Players can use these MT to build their MyTeam and improve their overall gaming experience. 

The official challenges tab in the NBA 2k23 game features a variety of daily, weekly, and 

monthly challenges that can earn players MT. These rewards are updated regularly and are a 

great way to farm MT quickly. Additionally, players can get MT by selling unwanted player 

cards to the auction house. However, it is important to note that buying MT is against the game’s 

terms of service and can lead to your account being banned. Moreover, buying MT from third-

party sellers is not a safe option either. 

 

Best Methods to Boost MT Income in NBA 2K23 

 

NBA 2K23 is a fun and immersive game with refined gameplay. Attack the basket with a new 

arsenal of offensive skill-based moves and unleash your potential as a lockdown defender. NBA 

2K23 features a variety of ways to earn VC, the in-game currency used to improve your players. 

One of the most effective ways to earn VC is to participate in Daily Pick 'Em. 

Game Modes 



In NBA 2K23, VC is the critical currency for earning in-game rewards and unlocking new 

content. Whether you’re playing MyCareer, competing in Daily Pick ‘Em, or simply progressing 

through the neighborhood and city, there are plenty of ways to make VC. You can also earn a 

significant amount of VC by playing 3v3 or 5v5 ProAm online against another player or offline 

against the AI. These games give you MT, XP, and awards that can help you expand your card 

collection and stay competitive. 

The best way to farm a lot of MT in NBA 2K23 is by playing a game mode often and completing 

a lot of tasks. You can see your current total in MT in the user bar strip that appears in the upper 

right corner of most panels. You can also buy good players at a reasonable price in the auction 

house to quickly increase your MT balance. You should also remember that you will face the 

team again online and it will likely be improved, so it’s important to stay in the auction house for 

long periods of time. 

MT Coins 

In NBA 2K23, MT coins are the main currency for buying and selling virtual basketball cards. 

They are used to buy packs in the Pack Market and exchange top-rated player cards at the 

Auction House. They also unlock player improvements, such as badges and boosts, which 

enhance players’ shooting, dribbling, or defensive abilities. Players can earn MT coins by 

playing games, completing challenges, and selling cards in the Auction House. However, earning 

a large number of MT coins requires a lot of time and effort. As video game producers 

increasingly use digital currencies to extract money from gamers, MT is a popular way for 

people to spend money on in-game purchases and improve their teams 

https://www.gmemo.com/nba-2k-mt . 

MyTEAM 

MyTEAM is a popular mode that allows players to build their dream teams and compete in 

online multiplayer games. The mode also offers a variety of rewards, including temporary locker 

code goodies and player cards. Players can stack their team with the best players in the game. 

However, they should remember that the meta changes every year. Currently, players should 

focus on swingmen who have length and shooting ability. 

The biggest change to MyTeam in this year’s NBA 2K23 is the removal of player contracts. This 

makes the mode much more flexible and provides a more realistic experience. In addition, 

MyTEAM has a new Exhibition feature. This is a series of missions that reward players with a 

high-level player card or other rewards. The challenges are based on real-world scenarios and 

can be one quarter, two quarters, or full games. Some of these challenges include Cover Athlete 

Challenges and Weekly Challenges, which offer MT, Token, or Pack rewards. 
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